
 

 

Representations of discovery are made memorable by the composer’s way of communicating.  

To what extent is this statement true of your response to your prescribed text and one other 

related text of your own choosing? 

Discoveries, by nature, are confronting in the sense that they cause a re-evaluation of personal views 

and opinions. Composers can focalise these unique discoveries through their characters and stories, 

representing the impact of discovery on different individuals through their text. Thus, the audience 

is asked to evaluate textual discoveries in relation to their own. Shakespeare’s ‘The Tempest’ and 

Robert’s ‘Sky-High’ allow this as they represent discoveries in a way that provokes and audience 

response.  

Discoveries within texts often act as vessels for audience discovery. The presentation of discoveries 

in different ways can prompt the audience to consider their own lives in context with their personal 

discoveries. Within ‘The Tempest,’ Shakespeare focalises different discoveries and their affects 

through characters and their interactions; Miranda’s personal discoveries allow the audience to 

relate to a discovery that has been confronting and left an impact on their world. Miranda’s 

discovery of Ferdinand, seen in “What is’t? A spirit? Lord how it looks about! Believe me, sir, it 

carries a brave form!” evokes a response since it presents her personal view of discovery; her 

curiosity and excitement are presented through the question and exclamation marks. A provocative 

discovery such as this allows the composer to provoke an audience response to a memorable 

discovery since it is attached to emotional growth, and hence the audience is forced to relate to the 

character and their discovery. This is further supported by Miranda’s discovery of her past, and her 

surprise, presented by “Your tale, sir, could cure deafness!” Again, her use of an exclamation mark 

shows her response to discovery and thus prompts audience consideration. In ‘Sky-High’ contrast 

and temporal shifts mean the composer can present a changing perspective that is relatable to the 

audience. The contrast between “clothes pegs adorning its trunk and generally festooned,” with the 

later “I now write my own semaphore secrets in…mismatched socks,” allows the composer to 

prompt audience discovery through a focalisation of character discovery. The verb ‘festooned’ is 

used to present a sense of happiness and opportunity, which is lost later in the text as the woman 

now knows the answers to questions she posed as a child- “I now write my own semaphore secrets.” 

Thus, the character’s discovery is used by the composer as a way of communicating the many 

impacts discoveries can have. Therefore, discoveries are seen to be prompted in the audience 

through the composer’s use of characters which act as vessels to prompt a reconsideration of 

values.  

Often, discoveries which have the most impact are those that present worlds that are different to 

our own. The audience’s response to changing worlds is focalised by the presentation of differences 

that prompts a reconsideration of self in relation to the outside world. In ‘The Tempest,’ Antonio and 

Sebastian are used to present a negative mindset that inhibits their personal discovery. Gonzalo’s 

statement of the island as possessing “everything advantageous to life,” with “Yes, save means to 

live,” and “Of that there’s none, or little,” prompts audience discovery through the presentation of a 

world different to one’s own. Their negative and sarcastic tone is used to show that their attitude is 

inhibiting discovery, which serves as a message to individuals about the way they can prevent 

themselves from moving forward. However, they also show that there is an element of choice to 

discovery, as a relatable situation is presented in a world that differs from their own. Roberts also 

presents the idea of a relatable situation to prompt discovery, through the innocence of the girl 

which allows for her discovery. The quote “I bask in the sun in my exalted position, almost sky-high, 

feeling as frilly and nearly as pink as the bathers I am wearing,” represents a familiar childhood 

situation that the composer has used to make a memorable representation of discovery. The 



 

 

metaphor of “frilly and nearly as pink as the bathers I am wearing,” presents the girl’s perspective as 

innocent and fresh, focalising a relatable discovery through a world that is both different and similar 

to one’s own. But, it must also be acknowledged that the individual’s mindset seems to play a role in 

enhancing or restricting discovery as it allows the ideas presented by the composer to be accepted, 

and applied to the individual’s world.  

Ultimately, one’s response to discovery is determined by their personal mindset and attitude. An 

individual’s attitude is influenced by past discoveries and it is crucial in their future appreciation and 

acceptance of discovery. In ‘The Tempest,’ the idea that a discovery’s impact is dependent on 

personal opinion is presented by Caliban. His statement that “You taught me your language, and my 

profit on’t is, I know how to curse!” shows that, although his discovery of the human language was 

most likely confronting and provocative, his acceptance of it is based on his personal mindset. The 

adjective ‘profit’ is used to show his positive connotations, used to show that knowledge is power, 

which is enhanced by his exclamation mark that proves he has gained agency due to his discovery of 

language. Thus, the audience begins to see that their response to discovery is largely influential, and 

the composer’s power diminishes as they do not have the ability to shape a person’s response to 

their representations of discovery. This is supported by the final sentence in ‘Sky-High,’ when the 

persona reflects on their individual discovery: “The inclination is still there, a small pilot-light brining 

somewhere inside. But it is unlikely the washing line could support me now. There are too many 

things tying me to the ground.: The metaphors of the pilot light as individual passion and life’s 

responsibilities as literal weights is used to present the woman’s individual response to her personal 

discovery. As her response develops through the text, and is influenced by her past discoveries, the 

nature of discovery is seen to be relative and the individual’s personal mindset is shown to be 

important. Thus, it can be seen that, while composers possess power over the presentation of 

discoveries, they cannot influence their audience’s response to such discovery.  

Discoveries are fluid in the fact that they have the power to affect individuals in different ways. 

Although composers communicate discovery in a way that is meant to prompt discovery within their 

audience, they cannot influence the ways individuals will respond. Although ‘The Tempest’ and 

Robert’s ‘Sky-High’ represent discoveries in a way that is intensely meaningful, the way meaning is 

gained from these discoveries is largely dependent on individual nature and opinion. Hence, 

discoveries are once-more seen to be inevitable and unique in the way they cause meaning for 

different individuals.  


